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Abstract 
This dissertation was written as a part of the MSc in Mobile and Web Computing at the 
International Hellenic University. It is about a shared online calendar for archaeological 
excavations. In the first part of the paper there is an analysis of and a suggested solution 
to the problem that many archaeologists face in order to store and share the data they 
collect. Moving on to the second part there is a reference to similar software that already 
exists and an explanation of the points that make our application more complete. In the 
third part the technologies that have been used during the development of the application 
are presented. In the next chapter, there is a thorough analysis of the application’s 
development process. In the fifth chapter, there is a reference to the conclusions that have 
be drawn during the development of the application. In the final chapter some suggestions 
on points that could be improved and on future research can be found. 
I would like to thank my supervisor Dr. Christos Berberidis for his guidance and Dr. 
Manolis Manoledakis for the cooperation and for his assistance regarding archaeological 
issues. Finally, I would like to thank my girlfriend Athanasia for her valuable support and 
encouragement.  
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Defining the problem 
During the years of archaeological research, archaeologists realized the need for a tool 
that would help them to keep notes regarding their daily excavation work progress in an 
easy, quick and well-organized way. The old method of taking notes on a typical paper 
journal is not convenient anymore and it does not take full advantage of the digital 
evolution of our time. Also, sharing their work progress with other archaeologists is time-
consuming and not always easy, safe and practical. Moreover, when working in a project 
that requires a lot of archaeologists to work on the same excavation field, one of them 
does not have real time access to the findings discovered by the others on the same field. 
1.2 The need for a solution 
An excavation can have a duration of many years and involve many archaeologists. The 
amount of data that needs to be recorded can be huge and of various types such as texts, 
images or videos. So, the fact that there is not an organized way of storing the collected 
data can cause various problems. First of all, the information cannot be easily searchable 
and it may require a lot of time. Secondly, the data will not be readily accessible leading 
anyone who may be interested to frustration.  
Another important element is that the recorded data are not available to other 
archaeologists all over the world. For example, if an archaeologist in USA is interested 
in an excavation in Greece, he or she cannot have easy and immediate access to the 
excavation’s data. But even archaeologists who work on the same project at the same 
place are not able to share real time their finding and progress.  
Security is also an important aspect. The collected information can be damaged, destroyed 
or lost and it may not be possible to recreate it. Also, the data are not safe from unwanted 
access. These data are of high importance for the history and the government of the 
country where they are discovered and if they end up in ownership of an unwanted person 
they may be lost or altered. 
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1.3  A suggested solution 
In order to solve these problems modern technologies were put into use. More 
specifically, an Android application was developed to fit the archaeologists’ needs. 
Nowadays, smartphones and tablets are very common and they are used by most people. 
By developing an application which runs on the majority of phones and tablets, 
archaeologists will not have to buy expensive equipment and they can easily use their 
own devices. Also, by having an application installed on their devices, archaeologists can 
have access to the data from anywhere without having to go to a specific place where the 
data are kept or by carrying a number of journals. 
The application uses the Google Cloud Platform and more specifically Firebase in order 
to store the information. For this reason, the amount of data that can be stored is infinite. 
All the data collected through years of excavations can easily be accessed through the 
application. Moreover, since all the data are available on the Cloud, even if the 
archaeologist loses his mobile device, the data remain safe and can be re-obtained.  
In addition, by having the application connected to the Firebase platform sharing of the 
stored information is made possible. The application receives and stores data in real time. 
That means that the information stored by an archaeologist in Greece is immediately 
available to an archaeologist in USA. 
Security of the information is a matter that was taken into account. Since the data are 
available in the Cloud we do not want to be altered or be accessed by unauthorized people. 
For this reason, in order for someone to view and make a number of actions, he needs to 
sign in using Google Authentication.   
Another important aspect of the application is the ease of use. The application can be used 
by a variety of people of different ages and technological backgrounds. For this reason, 
the insertion of the data to the app imitates the way of inserting the data to a typical 
journal. The archaeologist can create, edit or delete information in a very easy and fast 
way. Also, the information in the application is presented in a very organized and well-
structured way. 
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1.4 Dissertation outline  
Below there is the summary of the chapters to follow: 
Chapter 2 – Literature: In this chapter, an existing solution regarding the problem will 
be presented. 
Chapter 3 - Tools Presentation: In this chapter, the tools, the programming languages 
and platforms used for developing the application are described. More specifically: 
• In chapter 3.1 the Android Operating System is described, its core features, the 
build versions and the Google Play Store and its applications. 
• In chapter 3.2 the Android Studio, i.e. the IDE for developing Android 
applications is described. Moreover, a comparison between Android Studio and 
Eclipse is performed. 
• In chapter 3.3 the Kotlin programing language is described. More specifically 
there is a description of the points where Kotlin excels Java and of its 
disadvantages. 
• In chapter 3.4 the Firebase online platform is described. There is an analysis of all 
the services offered by Firebase such as: Analytics, Cloud Messaging, 
Authentication, Realtime Database, Cloud Storage, Hosting, Test Lab, Crash 
Reporting, Remote Config, App Indexing, Dynamic Links, Invites, AdWords and 
AdMob. 
Chapter 4 -  Contribution: In this chapter, the steps followed during the development 
of the Android application are described. More specifically: 
• In chapter 4.1 the parts of which an archaeological journal consists are mentioned. 
• In chapter 4.2 there is a reference to the MVP, the chosen architectural pattern for 
developing the application. 
• In chapter 4.3 the main models of the Android application are defined. 
• In chapter 4.4 there is a description of the procedure for creating a Firebase 
project. 
• Finally, in chapter 4.5 the procedure for developing all the application’s screens 
is analyzed. 
Chapter 5 – Conclusion: In this chapter, the final conclusions of the dissertation are 
described. 
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Chapter 6 – Improvements and Future work: In this chapter there are some 
suggestions for future research and there is a reference to some points that could be 
improved. 
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2 Existing solutions 
In this chapter, an existing solution is presented and its strong and weak points are 
discussed. 
2.1 The Field Notes Android application 
There have already been similar efforts to solve the problem described in the introduction. 
An attempt on this matter is the Android application Field Notes developed by FLM and 
is available on the Google Play store. As it is stated by its developers, the application is 
designed to assist archaeologists during fieldwork and allow the management of the 
information. 
The user of this application can create Tasks. A Task can be either a Survey or an 
Excavation. Moreover, he can add related information to the task such as the task’s name, 
the description of the task, the start and end date of the task and who is responsible for it. 
The user has the option to view previous Tasks and Surveys from the application’s Option 
Menu. All the saved Tasks and Surveys appear on the same screen in the form of a simple 
list.  
By selecting a Task, the user navigates to the details of it and he is able to view the data 
related to this task by selecting See Data from the top Option Menu. The See Data option 
navigates the user to the List Pits screen from where he can view a list of already saved 
pits or create a new one. In order to create a new Pit the user has to enter information such 
as, the Pit number, the photo of the Pit, methodology, description, interpretation, 
observations, start and end date and who is responsible for it. 
When the user taps on a stored Pit, he navigates to the View Pit screen, where he is able 
to view the details of the Pit and the data related to it by selecting See Data from the top 
Option Menu. The See Data option navigates the user to the List Strats screen, where he 
can view a list of already saved strats or create a new one. In order to create a new Strat, 
the user has to enter information such as, the Strat unit, image, the type of the stratigraphic 
unit, description, stratigraphic relations, interpretation, chronology, observations, date 
and who is responsible for it. 
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2.2 Strong and weak points of the Field Notes 
application 
The Field Notes Android application has more weak than strong points. A positive 
characteristic of the application is the variety of the information stored. The user has the 
ability to store specialized data such as observations, stratigraphic units and stratigraphic 
relations.  
On the other hand, the application has a number of disadvantages. One of them is that the 
last update of the application was on the 23th of April 2015. As a result, the application 
has fallen behind on following the latest technologies and features. The UI (user interface) 
is far from friendly and does not follow the Material Design guidelines. Important choices 
such as the creation of a new Task are hidden in the Option Menu and the user can be 
easily lost not knowing what to do next. 
One major disadvantage of the application is that the data gets stored only locally on the 
device and not on the Cloud. If an archaeologist loses his phone, then he will not be able 
to re-gain the stored data. Another important missing feature is the online sharing. The 
archaeologist cannot share his work with other colleagues, even if they are in the same 
field. 
 
2.3 What our application has to offer 
 Our solution comes to provide those missing features and give to archaeologists a more 
complete product. More specifically: 
• The application developed uses the latest technologies on the Android 
development world. 
• The UI (user interface) is user friendly and follows the Material Design guidelines 
by Google. The application makes use of elements such as Cards, Toolbars, 
Dialogs and many more that make the user’s navigation to the application very 
easy and understandable. 
• The data are saved both locally and on the Cloud. Archaeologists are able to have 
access to the stored data from anywhere and from any device. Moreover, if they 
do not have internet connection, they can have access to the data stored locally on 
their devices. 
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• Archeologists are able to share their work in real time with other archaeologists 
all over the world. 
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3 Technologies and tools used 
In this chapter the tools, the programming languages and online platforms used for 
developing the Android application are presented.  
3.1 The Android Operating System 
3.1.1 History 
In October 2003, before the term “smartphone” had started to get used and before Apple’s 
iPhone and it’s iOS operating system, a company named Android Inc. was founded in 
Palo Alto, California. The early idea of the company and its owners (Andy Rubin, Rich 
Milner, Nick Sears and Chris White) was to build an advanced operating system for 
digital cameras. It was five months later, when the company decided that the camera 
market was not large enough and started to announce, the Android as an operating system 
for handsets that could oppose Symbian, the leading mobile operating system of the age.   
The company faced many economic problems and almost went bankrupt. All these until 
July 2005 when Google acquired Android Inc. for $50 millions. In the years followed, 
Android had numerous updates and implemented a great number of features and bug 
fixes. One of the biggest changes during that time was that Google changed the 
specifications of the Android and stated that touchscreens will be supported. 
 
Image 1: The Android Operating System logo. 
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On November 5, 2007   Google formed a group of more than 30 companies from the 
software, hardware and telecommunications sector. The group was called Open Handset 
Alliance and its goal was to develop an open and extensive platform for mobile devices.  
In September 2008, the T-Mobile G1, the first Android smartphone was announced, also 
known as HTC Dream.  
 
Image 2: The T-Mobile G1. 
Nowadays, the Android operating system has become dominant. The latest smartphone 
figures from Gartner.com show that the 99.6 percent of all mobiles that have been sold 
in the fourth quarter of 2016 uses Android or iOS. More specifically of the 432 million 
smartphones sold in the last quarter of 2016, 352 million run Android (81.7 percent).  
 
Operating System 4Q16 
Units 
4Q16 Market 
Share(%) 
Android 352,669.9 81.7 
iOS 77,038.9 17.9 
Windows 1,092.2 0.3 
BlackBerry 207.9 0.0 
Other OS 530.4 0.1 
Total 431,539.3 100 
Table 1: Worldwide Smartphones Sales to End Users by OS in 4Q16. 
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3.1.2 The Android core and features  
The Android operating system is based on the Linux kernel but it has been tailored to suit 
Google’s directions. Inside the Linux kernel drivers regarding the camera, Wi-Fi, display, 
audio, memory and keypad are found. The Linux kernel works as a generalization 
between the hardware and the software of the device and is responsible for core system 
services such as the network stack, memory and process management and security. 
The Android operating system was initially designed to support mobile devices with 
touchscreen, but, nowadays, it has expanded to televisions (Android TV), cars (Android 
Auto) and wristwatches (Android Wear).  
Through the years, the Android operating system has acquired a variety of features. Those 
features are divided into 3 main categories: 
 
General features 
• Messaging 
• Web browser 
• Voice-based features 
• Multi-touch 
• Multitasking 
• Screen capture 
• TV recording 
• Video calling 
• Multiple language support 
• Accessibility 
Connectivity features 
• Connectivity 
• Bluetooth 
• Tethering 
 
Media features 
• Streaming media 
support 
• Media support 
• External storage 
 
Table 2: The Android operating system features. 
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3.1.3 The Android Versions 
A new major version of Android is released every year and is named after something 
sweet. The most recent version has been released in August 2017 with the code name 
Oreo. 
 
Code name Version 
number 
Initial release date 
(No codename) 1.0 September 23, 2008 
(Internally known as “Petit Four”) 1.1 February 9, 2009 
Cupcake 1.5 April 27, 2009 
Donut 1.6 September 15, 2009 
Eclair 2.0 – 2.1 October 26, 2009 
Froyo 2.2 – 2.2.3 May 20, 2010 
Gingerbread 2.3 – 2.3.7 December 6, 2010 
Honeycomb 3.0 – 3.2.6 February 22, 2011 
Ice Cream Sandwich 4.0 – 4.0.4 October 18, 2011 
Jelly Bean 4.1 – 4.3.1 July 9, 2012 
KitKat 4.4. – 4.4.4 October 31, 2013 
Lollipop 5.0 – 5.1.1 November 12, 2014 
Marshmallow 6.0 – 6.0.1 October 5, 2015 
Nougat 7.0 – 7.1.2 August 22, 2016 
Oreo 8.0 August 21, 2017 
Table 3: The Android Operating System versions. 
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3.1.4 Android Applications and the Google Play 
Android applications played an important part in the success of the Android operating 
system. Users who own an Android powered smartphone are able to download and install 
any Android application. The Android application comes in an APK (Android Package 
Kit) package file format.  In order for an APK file to be created an Android program first 
gets compiled and then all its parts get packaged into a single file. An APK file consists 
of the source code, resources and assets, certificates and a manifest file.   
 
Image 3: The Google Play store logo. 
Android applications can be downloaded from various sources. Nowadays, hundreds of 
web sites and online platforms exist, but definitely the most famous of all is Google’s 
official app store the Google Play.  Google Play was introduced to the public on March 
6, 2015 and was formerly known as Android Market. Google Play offers not only 
applications, but also books, magazines, music, movies and television programs. 
Android applications that are available through the Google Play can be downloaded for 
free, at a cost or lately by purchasing in app products. The applications can be downloaded 
directly from the Google Play application which is available on every Android 
smartphone or through the Google Play web site. 
Google Play had more than 82 billion application downloads in 2016 and more than 2.7 
million applications got published in 2017.   
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3.2  Android Studio  
On May 16 2013 at the Google I/O conference Google announced Android Studio. An 
integrated development environment (IDE) specifically designed to develope 
applications for Google’s operating system, Android. Android Studio was built by Google 
in cooperation with JetBrains, a Czech software development company and is based on 
its IntelliJ Platform and the functionality of the IntelliJ Community Edition. Android 
Studio is available to all three major operating systems: Windows, MacOS and Linux. 
 
Image 4: The Android Studio logo. 
 
3.2.1 Android Studio vs Eclipse 
Before the Android Studio was released, developers were using other development 
environments for building Android applications and Eclipse was the most famous of 
them. Eclipse was using the Android Development Tools (ADT) plugin provided by 
Google for building Android applications, but shortly after the Android Studio 
announced, Google decided to discontinue it. 
Android Studio offers a great set of features: 
• Gradle Integration: Gradle is an open source build system that automates the 
process of a program compilation. 
• Integration with Version Control Systems: Android Studio has a smart 
versioning plugin which supports git, GitHub, SVN and Mercurial. The developer, 
instead of using command line for the versioning of his files, can use the plugin 
which is easier and quicker. 
• Intelligent Code Completion: Code completion speeds up the process of an 
application development. When the developer types, auto-completion hints are 
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shown in the form of popups. Hints are related to methods parameters, syntax 
errors, etc. 
• GUI Designer: User Interface can be designed using a drag and drop interface 
similar to Visual Basic. Changes to the User Interface files (layouts) are updated 
in the Preview window dynamically.  
• Layout previewing: Layouts can be viewed on different screen resolutions (from 
2.3 inch to 5 or 10 inch tablets) in real time. Since Android operating system runs 
on many smartphones with different screen size and resolution this is a great 
enhancement. 
• New Completion dialog: A completion dialog which can show icons, string 
translations etc. is available. For example, if an application needs to be translated 
to multiple languages, we can see all the translations of a selected word in a single 
place. 
• Google Cloud Platform: Android Studio supports the Google Cloud Platform 
natively, this makes available the running of server-side code available using the 
Google App Engine.    
 
3.2.2 Android Studio Versions 
The first stable build of the Android Studio was the version 1.0 and it was released in 
December 2014. The latest stable version is the 3.0 and it was released in October 2017. 
Android Studio versions can be grouped in three large sets. The version 1.x, the 2.x and 
3.x. Below there are all the Android Studio Release versions: 
 
Version Release Date Version Release Date Version Release Date 
1.0 December 2014 2.0.0 April 2016 3.0 October 2017 
1.0.1 December 2014 2.1.0 April 2016   
1.1.0 February 2015 2.1.1 May 2016   
1.2.0 April 2015 2.1.2 June 2016   
1.2.1 May 2015 2.1.3 August 2016   
1.2.2 June 2015 2.2.0 September 2016   
1.3.0 July 2015 2.2.1 October 2016   
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1.3.1 August 2015 2.2.2 October 2016   
1.3.2 August 2015 2.2.3 December 2016   
1.4.0 September 2015 2.3.0 March 2017   
1.4.1 October 2015 2.3.1 April 2017   
1.5.0 November 2015 2.3.2 April 2017   
1.5.1 December 2015 2.3.3 June 2017   
Table 4: Android Studio Stable Release Versions 
 
The Android Studio does not only support the Java programming language, but a great 
number of others such as C++. In the latest version of Android Studio, the Kotlin 
programming language is supported.  
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3.3 The Kotlin programming language 
3.3.1 When Java was ruling the Android development word 
All those years developers were able to use different languages and platforms in order to 
develop the Android applications of the future, Javascript, the Ionic framework, Phonegap 
and many others. However, the dominant programming language in the Android 
development world was Java. Java and its 5 principles was a perfect fit for developing 
applications for the Android operating system. 
Those 5 principles were: 
1. It must be “simple, object-oriented and familiar”. 
2. It must be “robust and secure”. 
3. It must be “architecture-neutral and portable”. 
4. It must execute with “high performance”. 
5. It must be “interpreted, threaded and dynamic”. 
But as years were passing by, developers and Google realized that the Android operating 
system was evolving very fast and Java was not. Java’s inability to evolve fast and 
Google’s war with Oracle, the owner of Java, regarding intellectual rights, started to put 
limitations in the Android’s expansion.  
In the same period JetBrains, the software company behind Android Studio, was looking 
for a programming language in order to replace Java in its programs. Jetbrains’ developers 
realized Java’s limitations and that very few of those limitations could be improved fast. 
Jetbrains had a huge base of Java code, so creating a new language from the beginning 
was not an option and the new language should have been Java compatible. Jetbrains 
started to look on other JVM languages but quickly faced new limitations, such as slow 
compile speed.  
At that moment, Jetbrains decided to create its own Java compatible language adopting 
already tested features from other languages, such as Groovy. The new language created 
was named Kotlin. 
 
Image 5: The Kotlin programming language logo. 
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The Kotlin programming language first appeared in 2011 and developers embraced it 
with great expectations. In the next years, Kotlin’s audience grew fast and on May 19, 
2017 Google announced that Kotlin is an officially supported language for Android. 
3.3.2 Using Kotlin for Android Development instead of Java 
Kotlin is a statically typed programming language, runs on the Java Virtual Machine and 
can be used for Android development, server-side development, web development and 
native. But is Kotlin better than Java for developing Android applications? 
Kotlin brings all the advantages of a modern language to the Android operating system. 
Compatibility: Kotlin is compatible with the JDK6. This ensures that applications 
developed with Kotlin will run on older Android devices. Also, Kotlin’s tooling is totally 
supported by Android Studio. 
Interoperability: Interoperability is the most impressive feature of Kotlin. Code written 
in Java can be called in Kotlin and vice versa. This means that all the existing Android 
libraries which were written in Java are available for use in a Kotlin application. 
Safe: We can write safer code and avoid NullPointerExceptions. Kotlin checks for null 
values on compile time and not on runtime. All variables in Kotlin are non-null and in 
order to declare a null value we should add the “?” operator. If a variable was declared 
with this operator, the language informs you when a null value check should be made. 
Lesser Verbosity: Using Kotlin we can decrease boilerplate code. Kotlin can understand 
the code and can infer variables type declaration and getters/setters. The boilerplate code 
gets decreased, also the developer is not obliged to put a semicolon to the end of every 
line. 
Performance: A Kotlin application has a similar to Java’s bytecode structure and because 
of that runs as fast as a Java one. With Kotlin’s support of inline functions and lambdas 
the code may run even faster than Java. 
IDE and Plugin support: Kotlin and Android Studio were developed by the same 
software company. The developer has nothing to worry regarding future support and 
features expansion. 
Learning Curve: A Java developer can learn Kotlin very easily and quickly. Android 
Studio’s Kotlin plugin offer Java to Kotlin converter for help. Also, in the official Kotlin 
site there is a plethora of tutorials and guides for someone to read.  
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3.3.3 Kotlin’s disadvantages compared to Java 
Compilation speed: Less compilation speed is a minor disadvantage of Kotlin compared 
Java and other programming languages. 
Small Community of Developers: Kotlin is a new programming language, so the 
number of developers already using it is quite small compared to Java developers. A Java 
developer, who has stuck somewhere, can search online for a solution or a hint and almost 
always he can find a helpful answer. Unfortunately, that does not happen with Kotlin yet, 
since the online base regarding problems is very small. 
Package Size: Kotlin programming language adds almost 1 Mb more to an Android 
application than Java. 
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3.4 Firebase 
Firebase is an online platform for web and mobile development created by Envolve, a 
startup founded by James Tamplin and Andrew Lee in 2011. Envolve’s primary target 
was to provide developers with an API that enables chat functionality into their 
applications and web sites. After the service being released, Tamplin and Lee realized 
that developers were using the service, not for chat messages, but to sync data in real 
time, such as game state. At that point, Tamplin and Lee decided to separate the chat 
service and the real time architecture and they founded Firebase in April 2012. 
Firebase raised funding in May 2012 and in June 2013. In October 2014 Google bought 
Firebase and in October it merged it with Divshot. Google expanded Firebase’s services 
and made it a unified platform for web and mobile developers. 
 
Image 6: The Firebase logo. 
 
Firebase services can be grouped in 4 main categories: 
• Analytics 
• Develop 
• Grow 
• and Earn 
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3.4.1 Analytics  
In the Analytics category Firebase offers the Google Analytics for Firebase service. It 
is an application and web measurement solution that provides the developer with insights 
and user engagement of an application. Analytics reports can help us to understand how 
users behave in order to act accordingly. 
Analytics key capabilities are: 
• Unlimited reporting offering up to 500 distinct events. 
• and Audience Segmentation based on user properties, device data of custom 
events. 
The Firebase SDK automatically captures events and user behavior and makes it available 
to the developer in a dashboard on the Firebase console. In the dashboard data such as 
demographics, impact, active users and more are offered. 
Firebase also integrates with other services such as: 
• Firebase Crash Reporting which provides logs and reports for every crash that 
may occur. 
• BigQuery for custom analysis on the entire Analytics dataset. 
• Firebase Remote Config for changing the appearance and behavior of an 
application for different audiences.  
• FCM for logging events regarding notification messages. 
• and Google Tag Manager for managing the Analytics implementation remotely. 
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3.4.2 Develop 
In the Develop category Firebase offers the following services: 
1. Firebase Cloud Messaging 
Firebase Cloud Messaging is a cross-platform messaging solution for delivering messages 
free of cost. With FCM we can send a notification when a new email or data are available 
for syncing. 
Cloud Messaging key capabilities are: 
• Send notification or data messages and display them to the user or handle what 
would happen to the application code. 
• Versatile message targeting for distributing messages to a single device, group 
of devices or to devices that have subscribed to a specific topic. 
• Send messages from client apps to the server. 
 
2. Firebase Authentication 
Firebase Authentication provides an SDK, backend services and UI libraries for 
authenticating users to an application. Firebase can authenticate users using a phone 
number and a password or by using popular identity providers such as Google, Twitter, 
Facebook and more. 
Firebase Authentication key capabilities are: 
• FirebaseUI Auth for adding a complete sign-in system to an application. 
• Email and password based authentication  
• Phone number authentication by sending SMS messages to the user’s phone. 
• Federated identity provider integration for sign-in with Google, Twitter, 
Facebook and Github accounts. 
• Custom auth system integration for connecting our existing authentication 
system with the Firebase Authentication SDK. 
• Anonymous Auth for creating temporary anonymous accounts. 
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3. Realtime Database 
The Firebase Realtime Database is a Cloud database. The stored data are available in 
JSON format and can be synchronized in real-time with every client that is connected. 
Even if we build an application for both iOS and Android, all the clients share the same 
Realtime Database and receive updates automatically. 
Realtime Database key capabilities are: 
• Realtime, which means that connected devices receive an update in milliseconds 
when a data change occurs. 
• Offline cause the Firebase SDK persists the data on the device’s disk and when a 
connection is re-established, the device gets synchronized with the current server 
state. 
• Accessible from Client Devices without the need of an application server, since 
the security and data validation are getting available through the Firebase 
Realtime Database Security Rules.  
• Scale across multiple databases. 
 
4. Cloud Storage 
The Firebase Cloud Storage is a service which provides us with the ability to store video, 
audio, images and other user generated content. 
Cloud Storage key capabilities are: 
• Robust operations because the Firebase’s SDK performs downloads and uploads 
independently of the network’s quality and restarts automatically any stopped 
upload and download. 
• Strong security since it integrates with the Firebase Authentication service. 
• High scalability which makes it possible for our current infrastructure to grow 
easily. 
 
5. Hosting 
Firebase Hosting is a service that provides us with a secure and fast static host for our 
web applications. 
Firebase Hosting key capabilities are: 
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• Served over a secured connection with zero-configuration SSL. 
• Fast content delivery since any file uploaded is cached on SSDs. 
• Rapid deployment with the use of Firebase CLI. An application is up and running 
in seconds. 
• One click rollbacks in the occasion of a mistake. 
 
6. Test Lab 
Firebase Test Lab for Android offers a Cloud infrastructure for testing Android 
applications on a variety of real production devices and device configurations. 
Test Lab’s key capabilities are: 
• Test on real devices with specific configurations running in a Google data center. 
• Run app tests, even if you have not written any. 
• Workflow integration with Android Studio, the gcloud command line and the 
Firebase console. 
 
7. Crash Reporting 
Crash Reporting offers analytical reports grouped by issues or severity regarding 
application’s errors and the logging of custom events for capturing the cause of a crash. 
Crash’s Reporting key capabilities are: 
• Monitor fatal and non-fatal errors by the severity of impacts on users. 
• Collect the data that you need in order to diagnose problems. Reports contain 
stack traces, performance data and specific information regarding the occurred 
error. 
• Email alerts when new crashes are detected. 
• Integrate with Analytics and Remote Config. 
• Free and easy with just a few lines of code. 
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3.4.3 Grow 
In the Grow category Firebase offers the following services: 
1. Firebase Remote Config 
Firebase Remote Config is a Cloud service through which we are able to change the 
appearance and the behavior of an application without requiring the update of it. 
Developers can create in-app default values that control the appearance and the behavior 
of the application and through the Firebase console they can override them. 
Firebase Remote Config key capabilities are: 
• Quickly roll out changes to your app’s user base such as the layout or color 
theme by changing server-side parameter values. 
• Customize your app for segments of your user base to provide variations of the 
application based on the app version, language and more. 
• Run A/B tests to improve your app before rolling an update out to the entire 
user base. 
 
2. App Indexing 
Firebase App Indexing service makes an application available on the Google Search. If 
an application is installed on a phone, then App Indexing offers content directly on the 
device through the application, and if the application is not installed, then an installation 
card regarding the application is shown on Google Search. 
Firebase App Indexing key capabilities are: 
• Search results.  
• Installs: An install button of the application is shown next to the website’s search 
result making the installation of the application easy to the user. 
• Autocompletions let users view application content through search results on the 
Google application. 
• Assistant on Pixel devices and the Allo application. 
• Ad targeting since App Indexing works together with AdMob to increase 
revenue. 
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3. Dynamic Links 
Firebase Dynamic Links service offers links that appear on multiple platforms, no matter 
whether our application is already installed. If a user opens a dynamic link on an Android 
device, he will be taken to the linked content in the native application. If a user opens a 
Dynamic link in a browser, he will be taken to the linked content on a website.  
 
4. Invites 
Firebase Invites service is a solution for application referrals and sharing through SMS 
and email. 
Firebase Invites key capabilities are: 
• Rich sharing that is easy for users over SMS and email without the need of 
cutting and pasting. 
• Rich sharing that is easy to implement since Firebase handles the invitation 
flow. 
• Invitations that survive the installation process since Firebase Invites is built 
on Dynamic Links, we can be sure that an invitation will work on the App Store 
and Play Store, no matter whether the application is installed. 
 
5. AdWords 
Firebase Google AdWords service offers the possibility to reach customers through 
online advertisements.  
Firebase Google AdWords key capabilities are: 
• Analytics audience segmentation through the Firebase console. 
• Export audience lists to AdWords. 
• Import events from Analytics into AdWords after linking Firebase to 
AdWords. 
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3.4.4 Earn 
In the Earn category Firebase offers the AdMob service. AdMob is an advertising 
platform for mobile applications that developers can use in order to gain revenue through 
showing advertisements inside their applications. 
Firebase AdMob key capabilities are: 
• Earn more from AdMob’s in-app ads through over 40 premium ad networks. 
• Improve user experience by matching the look of the ad on the application’s 
look. 
• Scale fast by showing advertisements to users in more than 200 markets. 
• Access monetization reports in order to take smart decisions regarding the 
product’s strategy. 
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4 Developing our solution 
In this chapter, there is a thorough analysis of the steps that have been taken in order for 
our application to be developed. 
4.1 Parts of an archaeological journal. 
The major part of an archaeological journal is the Excavation. We can describe an 
excavation using three characteristics: 
• the name of the place where the excavation occurs. 
• the name of the organization which performs the excavation. 
• and a description regarding the excavation. 
 
 
Image 7: The Excavation element. 
 
 
Every excavation consists of a number of works. By the term Work the actions performed 
by archaeologists on a single day are defined. A Work can be described using 5 
characteristics: 
• the date the work took place. 
• the name of the excavation’s director. 
• the archaeologists that performed the work. 
• the students that contributed to the work 
• and a description regarding the work. 
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Image 8: The Work element. 
 
 
On a single Work archaeologists may have searched at many different Locations. A 
Location is described by 2 characteristics: 
• the name of the location (e.g. Zone ΔΝ1). Archaeologists divide the location 
where an excavation takes place into squares. A Zone consists of a number of 
squares.  
• and a description regarding the location. 
 
 
 
Image 9: The Location element. 
 
At a specific Location archaeologists may have discovered a number of findings. A 
Finding is described by 3 characteristics. 
• the photo of the finding. 
• the name of the finding. 
• and a description of the finding. 
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Image 10: The Finding element. 
 
 
If we combine all the above, an excavation can be described by the following diagram. 
 
 
Image 11: The parts that an excavation includes. 
 
 Below a real example of an archaeologist’s journal is provided. 
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Image 12: A real example of an archaeologist’s journal. 
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4.2 The MVP architectural pattern 
One of the first things before developing an application is to decide on the architectural 
software pattern that the application will be built on.  
There are many of them such as: 
• MVC (model – view - controller). 
• MVP (model – view - presenter). 
• MVVM (model – view model - model). 
 
For this application, we decided to follow the MVP design pattern. The MVP is an 
interface software pattern that enables the easy creation of automated unit testing and 
improves the separation of concerns. As its name suggests, MVP consists of three main 
parts: 
The Model: an interface that defines the data that will be presented or processed. 
The View: the GUI (Graphical User Interface), the interface on which the data (from the 
model) are presented. 
The Presenter: the interface that retrieves the data from the Model and presents them to 
the View. 
 
The MVP pattern has some rules: 
• The only responsibility that a View has is to draw the UI.  
• The View transfers all the user interactions to the Presenter. 
• The View and the Model never communicate with each other together directly. 
• The Presenter is responsible for passing the View’s requirements to the Model 
and instructing the View with actions. 
• The Model is responsible for obtaining the data from the source. 
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Image 13: Diagram of the MVP design pattern. 
 
4.3 Defining the Models of the application 
Based on the MVP design pattern we have to define the Models of the application. As we 
already said, the model is responsible for handling the data of the application. In section 
4.1 Parts of an archaeological journal, we described the basic elements of the 
archaeological journal. Those elements have all the data required and will be the models 
of the application. 
Based on that, the models of the application are: 
• the Excavation with properties:  
place: String, organization: String, description: String 
• the Work with properties:  
date: String, directorsList: List<String>, archaeologistsList: List<String>, 
studentsList: List<String>, description: String 
• the Location with properties: 
location: String, description: String 
• and the Finding with properties: 
imageUrl: String, name: String, description: String 
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Below we can see the Excavation model class written in the Kotlin programming 
language. 
 
Image 14: The Excavation Model class. 
 
In contrast with the Java programming language, in Kotlin language the constructor is 
after the name of the class. Also, it is important that we have marked the class as data. A 
data class is a class that its main purpose is to hold data and does not have any other logic.  
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4.4 Creating a Firebase project 
In order to get access to all the services that Firebase offers we have to create a Firebase 
project. 
We visit the Firebase web site https://firebase.google.com and after signing in with our 
Google account we navigate to the Firebase console.  
 
Image 15: The Firebase console 
  
In the Firebase console, we can see the already created Firebase projects that we may 
have or add a new project. We select  “Add project” and fill the required information. 
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Image 16: The Firebase create project dialog. 
 
The next step is to add Firebase to our Android application. We select “add Firebase to 
your Android app” and enter the application’s package name and the SHA-1 certificate. 
The SHA-1 certificate is unique in every development machine and we can get it through 
the Android Studio by executing the Gradle signingReport. 
 
Image 17: Registering the Android application to Firebase 
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After registering our application the Firebase console lets us download a google-
services.json file. We download this file and we place it in the src folder of our application 
in the Android Studio. 
The last step is to add the Firebase SDK to our project in the Android Studio. In the 
project-level build.gradle we enter: 
classpath 'com.google.gms:google-services:3.1.0' 
 
and in app-level build.gradle we enter: 
apply plugin: 'com.google.gms.google-services' 
 
Now we are able to make use of the Firebase’s services. 
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4.5 The screens of the application 
In this chapter, the different screens of the application are presented. 
4.5.1 The Sign In screen 
When the user starts the application, the first screen that he sees is the Sign In screen 
(appendix: image 4.5.1). A user has to be signed in order to be able to interact with the 
application and make use of its functionalities. In this way, we prevent the unauthorized 
view and editing of the stored data. 
For the Sign In procedure we use the Firebase Authentication service. The service offers 
different sign in options using an email, a phone number or a federated identity provider 
like Google, Facebook, Twitter or GitHub. Because most of the users with an Android 
smartphone have already a Gmail account in order to have access to the Google Play, we 
used the Google sign in option.  
In the Firebase console, we navigate to the Authentication section and we enable the 
Google Sign-in provider. 
 
Image 18: Enabling Google Sign In Authentication. 
 
In the Android Studio in the app-level build.gradle we add the firebase-authentication 
dependencies: 
implementation "com.google.firebase:firebase-auth: 
implementation "com.google.android.gms:play-services-auth: 
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The sign in flow consists of 4 steps: 
1. We check to see if the user is currently signed. If the user is signed, then he can 
navigate to the next screen of the application. 
2. If there is no currently signed user, then we have to tap on the Google Sign In 
button. By tapping on the button an intent starts prompting the user to select a 
Google account to sign in with. 
3. After the user signs, in the onActivityResult method we get a 
GoogleSignInAccount object. This object contains information about the signed 
in user and an ID token. 
4. We exchange this ID token for a Firebase credential and authenticate with 
Firebase using this credential. 
If a user is signed in for the first time, a new user account is created with these credentials 
in our Firebase project.  
 
4.5.2 The Excavations screens 
 
1. The Excavations screen 
When a user gets successfully signed in, he is able to navigate to the next screen of the 
application. In this screen (appendix: image 4.5.2.1) a list of the stored excavations is 
presented.  
In the top right corner, there is an ImageButton with 3 dots. By tapping on this button, a 
popup menu is shown with an option of Logging out of the application.  If the user taps 
on the Log out option then he will return to the Sign in screen and he will need to repeat 
the authentication procedure in order to gain access to the application. 
Every excavation is presented as a card. In the Android, this card is called CardView. On 
the card, we can see some basic info of the Excavation such as the place of the excavation, 
the name of the organization and few lines of the excavation’s description.  
If the user taps on the card, he will navigate to the Excavation Details screen. 
In the bottom, right corner of the excavation card there is an action button with the text 
Works. If the user taps on this button, he will navigate to the screen where the Works of 
the specific excavation are presented. 
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Finally, in the bottom right corner of the screen there is a Floating Action Button (FAB) 
with a plus symbol. By tapping on the FAB the user navigates to the Create Excavation 
screen, where he can create a new Excavation. 
 
Information regarding implementing the Main Excavation screen 
The Main Excavation screen consists of two core building blocks. The 
ExcavationsListActivity and the ExcavationsListFragment. As their names suggest, the 
first one is an Activity and the second one is a Fragment. An activity is generally a full-
screen window. Inside an activity we can place one or more Fragments. A fragment is a 
portion of user interface in an activity. The reason why we are using Fragments is that we 
can make the application more modular and we can reuse them on different layouts. 
On the ExcavationsListActivity layout we have specified an XML <fragment/> view 
which captures the whole screen. In this view, we load the ExcavationsListFragment. The 
ExcavationsListFragment layout consists of two main views. A RecyclerView where the 
list of cards is presented and a FAB. So basically, on the fragment’s layout there are 
elements that we see on the application’s screen. 
The data of every excavation is downloaded from the Firebase database and next 
presented as a card on our application. The procedure followed was: 
1) We added the Firebase Realtime Database dependency to the app-level 
build.greadle file. 
1. implementation "com.google.firebase:firebase-database:$firebase_version"   
 
2) We retrieved an instance of the Firebase Database and we reference the location 
from where we want to read. 
1. val reference: DatabaseReference = FirebaseDatabase.getInstance().reference.child(F
IREBASE_LOCATION_EXCAVATION_LISTS)   
 
3) On a FirebaseRecyclerAdapter we pass the Excavation model, the layout where 
the data will be presented, the Holder which keeps the layout views and the 
reference created on the previous step. 
1. mAdapter = object: FirebaseRecyclerAdapter < Excavation, ExcavationHolder > ( 
Excavation::class.java,  
R.layout.item_row_excavation,  
ExcavationHolder::class.java,  
reference)   
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4) The FirebaseRecyclerAdapter has a method called populateViewHolder(). The 
adapter passes the data to this method after receiving it from the database. In this 
method, we call the bindExcavatioView method of the ViewHolder which updates 
the layout with the downloaded data. 
1. fun bindExcavationView(excavation: Excavation) = with(itemView) { 
   
2.     tv_excavation_place.text = excavation.place 
 tv_organisation_value.text = excavation.organisation 
 tv_description.text = excavation.description 
   
3. }   
 
2. The Create Excavation screen 
When the user taps on the FAB in the Excavation Main screen, he navigates to the Create 
Excavation screen (appendix: image 4.5.2.2). In this screen, the user is able to create a 
new Excavation and store it to the Firebase Database. The layout consists of three 
EditTexts where the place of the excavation, the name of the organization and the 
excavation’s description can be entered.  
When all the data have been entered, the user can tap on the SAVE button on the top right 
corner. By tapping on it the entered data get stored to the Firebase Realtime Database. In 
order to write to the Firebase Realtime Database we follow the next steps: 
1. We get a DatabaseReference of the place where we want to store the data. 
1. val reference: DatabaseReference = FirebaseDatabase.getInstance() 
.reference   
 
2. We create an object of the data that we want to store using an already defined 
model and we store the data to the specified location using the setValue() method. 
1. val excavation = Excavation(excavationName, organisation, description) 
  reference.child(FIREBASE_LOCATION_EXCAVATION_LISTS).push() 
.setValue(excavation)     
 
After saving the excavation to the Firebase Realtime Database we can see the stored data 
to the Firebase Console. 
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Image 19: The Excavation firebase node. 
 
In order for every excavation stored to the database to be unique we give it a unique key 
id and we save the data under that key. This happened with the use of the push() method. 
 
3. The Excavation Details screen 
When the user taps on an Excavation card on the Main Excavation screen, then he 
navigates to the Excavation Details screen (appendix: image 4.5.2.3). In this screen, he 
is able to view the details regarding the selected Excavation. 
The layout consists of three TextViews displaying the place of the excavation, the 
organization of the excavation and the full description of the excavation. On the top menu 
there is a title displaying the place of the excavation and two icons on the right corner. 
The pencil icon gives to the user the ability to edit the selected excavation and the bucket 
icon to delete the selected excavation. 
In order for the user to be able to view the details of a selected excavation, the steps below 
were followed: 
1. In the populateViewHolder() method we are able to get the unique key id of the 
selected excavation.  
1. override fun populateViewHolder(holder: ExcavationHolder, excavation: Excavation,
 position: Int) {   
2.                 val excavationId: String = getRef(position).key   
3.    
4.                 holder.bindExcavationView(excavation)   
5.                 holder.itemView.setOnClickListener { showExcavationDetailsDialog(
excavationId, holder.adapterPosition) }   
6.                 holder.itemView.tv_works.setOnClickListener { mCallbackListener?.
onItemSelected(excavationId) }   
7. }  
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2. As we can see in the code above, the variable excavationId has the unique key id 
of the selected excavation. We pass the excavationId to the 
DialogExcavationDetails class which is responsible for displaying the data. 
1. class DialogExcavationDetails : DialogFragment() {   
2.    
3.     var mExcavation: Excavation? = null   
4.     private val itemId: String by lazy { arguments.getString(KEY_EXCAVATION_ITEM_
ID) }   
 
3. Then in the loadExcavationDetails() method we create a database reference using 
the excavationId requesting the excavation with this specific unique key id. 
1. private fun loadExcavationDetails(itemId: String){   
2.        mExcavationItemRef = FirebaseDatabase.getInstance().reference.child(FIREBA
SE_LOCATION_EXCAVATION_LISTS + "/" + itemId)   
3.        mExcavationRefListener = mExcavationItemRef?.addValueEventListener(object 
: ValueEventListener {   
4.            override fun onDataChange(dataSnapshot: DataSnapshot) {   
5.                mExcavation = dataSnapshot.getValue<Excavation>(Excavation::class.
java)   
6.                updateFields()   
7.    
8.                if (mExcavation == null) {   
9.                    fragmentManager?.popBackStack()   
10.                }   
11.    
12.            }   
13.    
14.            override fun onCancelled(databaseError: DatabaseError) {}   
15.        })   
16.    }  
 
In the code above, in the onDataChange method we get a DataSnapshot object from the 
Firebase Realtime Database. Using this object we create an Excavation object and we 
display the data to our layout. 
 
4. The Edit Excavation screen 
When the user taps on the edit icon on the top menu of the Excavation Details screen, he 
navigates to the Edit Excavation screen (appendix: image 4.5.2.4). In this screen, he is 
able to edit the selected Excavation.  
The layout consists of the same elements as the one of creating an excavation. The 
difference is that this time the EditTexts are filled with the selected Excavation’s data. If 
the user makes a change to the displayed data, a SAVE action is shown on the top menu. 
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By tapping on this action, the Excavation gets updated with the new data. Below there is 
the procedure followed: 
1. In the Excavation Details screen we already have the unique key id of the 
Excavation that we want to edit. So, we are able to pass this excavationId to the 
DialogEditExcavation class which is responsible for the edit of the Excavation. 
1. private fun showEditExcavationDialog(excavation: Excavation?){   
2.         val dialog = DialogEditExcavation()   
3.         val bundle = Bundle()   
4.         bundle.putParcelable(KEY_EXCAVATION, excavation)   
5.         bundle.putString(KEY_EXCAVATION_ITEM_ID, itemId)   
6.         dialog.arguments = bundle   
7.    
8.         fragmentManager.inTransaction(true) { replace(android.R.id.content, dialo
g) }   
9.     }   
 
10. In the Edit Excavation screen, we want to display first the data of the selected 
excavation. For this reason, as described on the Excavation Details section, we 
request from the Firebase Realtime Database the data of the selected excavation 
using the excavation’s unique key id. After getting the data we present them to 
the screen. 
11. When the user makes a change to the excavation’s data, then the SAVE action is 
shown on the top menu. By tapping on this action, we create an Excavation object 
with the new data and we send this object to the PresenterDialogEditExcavation 
class. 
1. when (item?.itemId) {   
2.             R.id.action_save_edit_dialog_changes -> {   
3.                 val excavation = Excavation(et_excavation_place.text.toString(), 
  
4.                         et_organisation.text.toString(), et_description.text.toSt
ring())   
5.                 if (mPresenter.editExcavation(mExcavationItemId, excavation)){   
6.                     fragmentManager?.popBackStack()   
7.                 } else {   
8.                     Log.d(TAG, "Update was unsuccessful.")   
9.                 }   
10.             }  
 
11. As we described in the MVP section, all the operations that are not related to data 
display should not be implemented on the view classes but the presenters should 
be responsible for those. On the editExcavation() method of the 
PresenterDialogEditExcavation presenter class we get a database reference to the 
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excavation. We create a HashMap object with the new data in a key value form 
and we update the stored data using the updateChildren() method. 
1. override fun editExcavation(excavationItemId: String, excavation: Excavation): Bo
olean {   
2.         Log.d(TAG, "Inside editExcavation")   
3.    
4.         var isUpdateSuccessful = true   
5.    
6.         val reference: DatabaseReference = FirebaseDatabase.getInstance().referen
ce   
7.    
8.         val updatedExcavationMap = HashMap<String, Any>()   
9.         updatedExcavationMap.put("/" + FIREBASE_LOCATION_EXCAVATION_LISTS + "/" +
 excavationItemId +   
10.                 "/" + FIREBASE_PROPERTY_EXCAVATION_PLACE, excavation.place)   
11.    
12.         updatedExcavationMap.put("/" + FIREBASE_LOCATION_EXCAVATION_LISTS + "/" +
 excavationItemId +   
13.                 "/" + FIREBASE_PROPERTY_EXCAVATION_ORGANISATION, excavation.organ
isation)   
14.    
15.         updatedExcavationMap.put("/" + FIREBASE_LOCATION_EXCAVATION_LISTS + "/" +
 excavationItemId +   
16.                 "/" + FIREBASE_PROPERTY_EXCAVATION_DESCRIPTION, excavation.descri
ption)   
17.    
18.         reference.updateChildren(updatedExcavationMap).addOnFailureListener { isU
pdateSuccessful = false }   
19.    
20.         return isUpdateSuccessful   
21.     }   
 
 
5. The Delete Excavation dialog 
When the user taps on the delete icon on the top menu of the Excavation Details screen, 
a small dialog is shown asking the user if he really wants to delete the selected excavation. 
If the user taps cancel, then the dialog closes. If the user taps delete, then the deletion 
procedure which is described below is followed: 
1. The unique key id of the selected excavation is passed to the 
DialogDeleteExcavation. This dialog informs the user about the deletion of the 
excavation.  
2. When the user taps delete on the dialog, then the excavation’s unique key id is 
passed to the PresenterDialogDeleteExcavation presenter which is responsible for 
the deletion procedure. 
3. In the deleteExcavation() method we get a database reference of the selected 
excavation that we want to delete using the excavation’s unique key id. We create 
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a HashMap object setting to null all the key value pairs and we make the deletion 
using the updateChildren() method. 
1. override fun deleteExcavation(itemId: String?) {   
2.         val firebaseRef = FirebaseDatabase.getInstance().reference   
3.    
4.         val removeData: HashMap<String, Any?> = HashMap()   
5.         removeData.put("/$FIREBASE_LOCATION_EXCAVATION_LISTS/$itemId", null)   
6.         if (FirebaseDatabase.getInstance().reference.child(FIREBASE_LOCATION_EXCA
VATION_WORKS) != null) {   
7.             removeData.put("/$FIREBASE_LOCATION_EXCAVATION_WORKS/$itemId", null) 
  
8.         }   
9.         if (FirebaseDatabase.getInstance().reference.child(FIREBASE_LOCATION_WORK
_LOCATIONS) != null) {   
10.             removeData.put("/$FIREBASE_LOCATION_WORK_LOCATIONS/$itemId", null)   
11.         }   
12.         if (FirebaseDatabase.getInstance().reference.child(FIREBASE_LOCATION_FIND
INGS) != null) {   
13.             removeData.put("/$FIREBASE_LOCATION_FINDINGS/$itemId", null)   
14.         }   
15.    
16.         firebaseRef.updateChildren(removeData)   
17.         { databaseError, _ -
> databaseError?.let { Log.e(TAG, "Error" + it.message) } }   
18.     }   
 
 
4.5.3 The Works screens 
1. The Works screen 
When the user taps on the WORKS action of the Excavation card on the Main Excavation 
screen, he navigates to the Works screen (appendix: image 4.5.3.1). In this screen, the 
user is able to view a list of Works related to the specific excavation and also to create a 
new one by tapping on the FAB on the bottom right corner. Moreover, by tapping Delete 
all from the options menu on the top right corner, he is able to delete all the Works of the 
selected Excavation. 
Every Work is presented as a card and is sorted by the most recent. On the card the user 
is able to see the date that the Work was executed and a small description regarding the 
Work. 
The procedure followed for displaying all the Works is mostly similar to the procedure 
of displaying all the Excavations as explained on the previous chapter. Every Work has 
to be saved under the unique key of the Excavation where it belongs because every Work 
is related to a specific Excavation. This can be seen in the image below.  
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Image 20: The Works node and its nested unique keys. 
In order for this to happen, when the user taps on the Works action of the Excavation 
card, the excavation’s unique key is passed to the FragmentWorksList which is 
responsible for requesting the Works from the Firebase Realtime Database. Using this 
key, we construct the database reference that points to the Works of the specific 
excavation. 
1. val reference: DatabaseReference = FirebaseDatabase.getInstance()   
2.                 .reference.child("$FIREBASE_LOCATION_EXCAVATION_WORKS/$mExcavationI
d")   
3. val query: Query = reference.orderByChild(FIREBASE_PROPERTY_WORK_DATE)  
 
 
2. The Create Work screen 
When the user taps on the FAB on Works screen, he navigates to the Create Work screen 
(appendix: image 4.5.3.2). In this screen, the user is able to create a new Work. The 
layout consists of five elements. A TextView displaying the current date, three tag groups 
for entering the names of the excavation’s directors, archaeologists and students and an 
EditText for entering the description of the Work. If the user taps on the date, then a 
DatePicker dialog is shown. Using this dialog, the user is able to choose the date that the 
Work happened. When the user fills all the required data, he can create and store a new 
Work by taping on the SAVE button on the top right corner. The procedure for storing 
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the Work on the Firebase Realtime Database is exactly the same as explained on The 
Create Excavation screen.  
3. The Work Details screen 
When the user taps on a Work card, he navigates to the Work Details screen (appendix: 
image 4.5.3.3). In this screen, the user is able to view the details of the selected Work. 
This screen is quite different than the others, since it consists of two tabs, the tab Info and 
the tab Locations. In the tab Info, all the basic information regarding the specific Work is 
presented. The Locations tab will be explained on a later chapter. 
In the options menu on the top right corner the user can select to delete or edit the current 
Work. 
4. The Edit Work screen 
When the user taps on the Edit option of the Work Details screen option menu, he 
navigates to the Edit Work screen (appendix: image 4.5.3.4). In this screen, the user is 
able to edit the selected Work. The layout is similar to the layout of the Create Work 
screen with the difference that on this screen all the elements are filled with the data of 
the Work that needs to be edited. 
When the user makes the changes that he wants, he can tap on the SAVE button on the 
top right corner and the updated Work will be stored on the Firebase Realtime Database. 
The update procedure is exactly the same as the procedure followed on the Edit 
Excavation screen chapter. 
 
5. The Delete Work dialog 
When the user taps on the delete option of the top menu of the Work Details screen, a 
small dialog is shown asking the user if he really wants to delete the selected work. If the 
user taps Cancel, then the dialog closes. If the user taps Delete, then the Work gets deleted 
and he is navigated back to the Works screen. The delete procedure is the same as the one 
described on the Delete Excavation dialog chapter. 
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4.5.4 The Location screens 
1. The Locations screen 
The second tab in the Works screen is the Locations tab (appendix: image 4.5.4.1). In 
this tab, the user is able to view a list of Locations related on the specific Work and also 
to create a new one by clicking on the FAB on the bottom right corner. As we have 
mentioned, archaeologists may have done work in multiple locations on a single day. 
Moreover, by tapping ‘Delete all locations’ from the options menu on the top right corner 
he is able to delete all the Locations of the selected Work.   
Every Location is presented as a card and is sorted by the most recent. On the card the 
user is able to see the name of the Location and a small description regarding the Location. 
The procedure followed for displaying all the Locations is mostly similar to the procedure 
of displaying all the Works as explained on a previous chapter. Every Location has to be 
saved under the unique key of the Work where it belongs because every Location is 
related to a specific Work. This can be seen in the image below.  
 
Image 21: The Locations Firebase node. 
 
 
2. The Create Location screen 
When the user taps on the FAB on the Locations screen, he navigates to the Create 
Location screen (appendix: image 4.5.4.2). In this screen, the user is able to create a new 
Location. The layout consists of two elements. An EditText for entering the name of the 
location (e.g. East Zone A1) and an EditText for entering the description of the Location. 
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When the user fills all the required data, he can create and store a new Location by tapping 
on the SAVE button on the top right corner. The procedure for storing the Location on 
the Firebase Realtime Database is exactly the same as explained on The Create 
Excavation screen. 
 
3. The Location Details screen 
When the user taps on a Location card on the Locations screen, he navigates to the 
Location Details screen (appendix: image 4.5.4.3). In this screen, he is able to view the 
details regarding the selected Location. 
The layout consists of two TextViews displaying the name of the location and the full 
description of the location. On the top menu, there is a title displaying the name of the 
location and two icons on the right corner. 
The pencil icon gives to the user the ability to edit the selected location and the bucket 
icon to delete the selected location. 
 
4. The Edit Location screen 
When the user taps on the Edit icon of the Location Details screen, he navigates to the 
Edit Location screen (appendix: image 4.5.4.4). In this screen, the user is able to edit the 
selected Location. The layout is similar to the layout of the Create Location screen with 
the difference that on this screen all the elements are filled with the data of the Location 
that needs to be edited. 
When the user makes the changes that he wants, he can tap on the SAVE button on the 
top right corner and the updated Location will be stored on the Firebase Realtime 
Database. The update procedure is exactly the same as the procedure followed on the Edit 
Excavation screen chapter. 
 
5. The Delete Location dialog 
When the user taps on the delete icon on the top menu of the Location Details screen, a 
small dialog is shown asking the user if he really wants to delete the selected work. If the 
user clicks Cancel, then the dialog closes. If the user clicks Delete, then the Work gets 
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deleted and he is navigated back to the Works screen. The delete procedure is the same 
as the one described on the Delete Excavation dialog chapter. 
 
4.5.5 The Findings screens 
1. The Findings screen 
When the user taps on the FINDINGS action of the Location card on the Locations screen, 
he navigates to the Findings screen (appendix: image 4.5.5.1). In this screen, the user is 
able to view a list of Findings related on the specific Location and also to create a new 
one by tapping on the FAB on the bottom right corner. Moreover, by tapping Delete all 
from the options menu on the top right corner he is able to delete all the Findings of the 
selected Location. 
Every Finding is presented as a card. On the card the user is able to see an image of the 
finding, the name of the finding and a small description regarding the finding. 
The procedure followed for displaying all the Findings is mostly similar to the procedure 
of displaying all the Excavations as explained on a previous chapter. Every Finding has 
to be saved under the unique key of the Location where it belongs, because every Finding 
is related to a specific Location. This can be seen in the image below.  
 
Image 22: The Findings Firebase node. 
 
2. The Create Finding screen 
When the user taps on the FAB on the Findings screen, he navigates to the Create Finding 
screen (appendix: image 4.5.5.2). In this screen, the user is able to create a new Finding. 
The layout consists of three elements. An ImageView for displaying the image of the 
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finding, an EditText for entering the name of the finding (e.g. Amphorae) and an EditText 
for entering the description of the Finding.  
When the user taps on the ImageView, a dialog opens asking the user if he wants to 
choose a photo from the gallery or take a new one with the camera.  
When the user fills all the required data, he can create and store a new Finding by tapping 
on the SAVE button on the top right corner.  
The procedure for storing the Finding on the Firebase Realtime Database is exactly the 
same as explained on the Create Excavation screen. The different part is the storing of the 
image on the Firebase Storage.  
1. val storageRef = FirebaseStorage.getInstance().reference   
2.    
3.             image.isDrawingCacheEnabled = true   
4.             image.buildDrawingCache()   
5.             val bitmap = image.drawingCache   
6.             val baos = ByteArrayOutputStream()   
7.             bitmap.compress(Bitmap.CompressFormat.JPEG, 100, baos)   
8.             val data = baos.toByteArray()   
9.             val uploadTask: UploadTask = storageRef.child("images/$findingKey").p
utBytes(data)   
10.             uploadTask.addOnSuccessListener { taskSnapshot ->   
11.                 val uri = taskSnapshot.downloadUrl   
12.                 val f = Finding(finding.name, finding.description, uri.toString()
)   
13.                 val fItem = ObjectMapper().convertValue(f, Map::class.java) as Ha
shMap<*, *>   
14.                 updatedItemToAddMap.put("/$FIREBASE_LOCATION_FINDINGS/$excavation
ItemId/$workItemId/$workLocationItemId/$findingKey", fItem)   
15.                 reference.updateChildren(updatedItemToAddMap)   
16.             }  
 
As can be seen in the image above, first we get a FirebaseStorage reference, then we 
compress the image and finally we store the image using the putBytes() method. 
 
3. The Finding Details screen 
When the user taps on a Finding card on the Finding screen, he navigates to the Finding 
Details screen (appendix: image 4.5.5.3). In this screen, he is able to view the details 
regarding the selected Finding. 
The layout consists of three elements. An ImageView for displaying the photo of the 
finding and two TextViews for displaying the name of the finding and the description of 
the finding. On the top menu, there is a title displaying the name of the finding and two 
icons on the right corner. 
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The pencil icon gives to the user the ability to edit the selected finding and the bucket 
icon to delete the selected finding. 
4. The Edit Findings screen 
When the user taps on the Edit icon of the Finding Details screen, he navigates to the Edit 
Findings screen (appendix: image 4.5.5.4). In this screen, the user is able to edit the 
selected Finding. The layout is similar to the layout of the Create Finding screen with the 
difference that on this screen all the elements are filled with the data of the Finding that 
needs to be edited. 
When the user makes the changes that he wants he can tap on the SAVE button on the 
top right corner and the updated Finding will be stored on the Firebase Realtime Database. 
The update procedure is exactly the same as the procedure followed on the Edit 
Excavation screen chapter. Something different is that because the image is stored on the 
Firebase Storage, if we try to edit the image by choosing a new one, we have to update 
the Firebase Storage with the new one following the exact same procedure as in the Create 
Finding by using the putBytes() method and using the same finding id as the old image 
in order to be replaced.  
 
5. The Delete Finding dialog 
When the user taps on the delete icon on the top menu of the Finding Details screen, a 
small dialog is shown asking the user if he really wants to delete the selected Finding. If 
the user taps Cancel, then the dialog closes. If the user taps Delete, then the Finding gets 
deleted and he is navigated back to the Locations screen. The delete procedure is the same 
as the one described on the Delete Excavation dialog chapter. Something different is that 
we have to delete separately the image from the Firebase Storage. This can be done using 
the next code: 
1. // Delete image from storage   
2.         val storageRef = FirebaseStorage.getInstance().reference   
3.         val imageRef = storageRef.child("images/$findingItemId")   
4.         imageRef.delete() 
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5 Conclusion 
The general conclusion of this dissertation is that the technology can play an important 
part in the science of Archaeology. Using an application specifically designed to cover 
the needs of the archaeological work, archeologists can be more productive and more 
efficient. Moreover, since the application provides the opportunity to keep the material 
discovered organized and easily accessed, technology has a lot to offer not only to the 
archaeological sector, but to history and culture in general. In this way, we can see how 
modern technology can connect the future with the past. Also, since this application 
facilitates the cooperation among archeologists, the dissemination of knowledge becomes 
possible. Thus, knowledge is not restricted in a country’s frontiers. 
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6 Improvements & Future Work 
The developed application can help archaeologists to store, share and organize their work 
in a safe and easy way. However, many more features can be implemented in order to 
improve the user’s experience and provide a more complete product. 
An important feature that should be implemented on a future work is the Search. The 
Location and the Finding are two elements that together can give important information 
to the archaeologist. Two types of search should be implemented, the search by location 
and the search by finding. The search by location will provide to the archaeologist a list 
of all the findings found on that location. The search by finding will provide to the 
archaeologist a list of all the locations where a discovery like this was made. 
Another addition would be the ability of an archaeologist to choose who will have the 
permission to create, edit or delete data on the application. At this moment, all the users 
that are authenticated have the permission to create, edit and delete data. The 
archaeologist should be able to give permissions to other users regarding his stored data.  
Last but not least, additional types of authentication would be nice to be added. Firebase 
platform supports sign in using Facebook, Twitter and other famous social networks or 
sign in by email and password. Additional types of authentication give to the user the 
flexibility of choosing the way to be authenticated. 
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Indicative code 
The Excavation.kt 
1. data class Excavation(val place: String = "", val organisation: String = "", val 
description: String = ""): Parcelable {   
2.     constructor(parcel: Parcel) : this(   
3.             parcel.readString(),   
4.             parcel.readString(),   
5.             parcel.readString())   
6.    
7.     override fun writeToParcel(parcel: Parcel, flags: Int) {   
8.         parcel.writeString(place)   
9.         parcel.writeString(organisation)   
10.         parcel.writeString(description)   
11.     }   
12.    
13.     override fun describeContents(): Int {   
14.         return 0   
15.     }   
16.    
17.     companion object CREATOR : Parcelable.Creator<Excavation> {   
18.         override fun createFromParcel(parcel: Parcel): Excavation {   
19.             return Excavation(parcel)   
20.         }   
21.    
22.         override fun newArray(size: Int): Array<Excavation?> {   
23.             return arrayOfNulls(size)   
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24.         }   
25.     }   
26. }  
 
The Work.kt 
1. data class Work(val workDate: String = "", val description: String = "", val direct
orsList: List<String> = ArrayList(),   
2.                 val archaeologistsList: List<String> = ArrayList(),   
3.                 val studentsList: List<String> = ArrayList()) : Parcelable {   
4.    
5.     constructor(source: Parcel) : this(   
6.             source.readString(),   
7.             source.readString(),   
8.             source.createStringArrayList(),   
9.             source.createStringArrayList(),   
10.             source.createStringArrayList()   
11.     )   
12.    
13.     override fun describeContents() = 0   
14.    
15.     override fun writeToParcel(dest: Parcel, flags: Int) = with(dest) {   
16.         writeString(workDate)   
17.         writeString(description)   
18.         writeStringList(directorsList)   
19.         writeStringList(archaeologistsList)   
20.         writeStringList(studentsList)   
21.     }   
22.    
23.     companion object {   
24.         @JvmField   
25.         val CREATOR: Parcelable.Creator<Work> = object : Parcelable.Creator<Wo
rk> {   
26.             override fun createFromParcel(source: Parcel): Work = Work(source)   
27.             override fun newArray(size: Int): Array<Work?> = arrayOfNulls(size)   
28.         }   
29.     }   
30. }  
 
The WorkLocation.kt 
1. data class WorkLocation(val location: String = "", val description: String = ""):
 Parcelable {   
2.     constructor(parcel: Parcel) : this(   
3.             parcel.readString(),   
4.             parcel.readString())   
5.    
6.     override fun writeToParcel(parcel: Parcel, flags: Int) {   
7.         parcel.writeString(location)   
8.         parcel.writeString(description)   
9.     }   
10.    
11.     override fun describeContents(): Int {   
12.         return 0   
13.     }   
14.    
15.     companion object CREATOR : Parcelable.Creator<WorkLocation> {   
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16.         override fun createFromParcel(parcel: Parcel): WorkLocation {   
17.             return WorkLocation(parcel)   
18.         }   
19.    
20.         override fun newArray(size: Int): Array<WorkLocation?> {   
21.             return arrayOfNulls(size)   
22.         }   
23.     }   
24. }  
 
The Finding.kt 
1. data class Finding(var name: String = "", var description: String = "", var image
Url: String = ""): Parcelable {   
2.     constructor(parcel: Parcel) : this(   
3.             parcel.readString(),   
4.             parcel.readString(),   
5.             parcel.readString()   
6.     )   
7.    
8.     override fun writeToParcel(parcel: Parcel, flags: Int) {   
9.         parcel.writeString(name)   
10.         parcel.writeString(description)   
11.         parcel.writeString(imageUrl)   
12.     }   
13.    
14.     override fun describeContents(): Int {   
15.         return 0   
16.     }   
17.    
18.     companion object CREATOR : Parcelable.Creator<Finding> {   
19.         override fun createFromParcel(parcel: Parcel): Finding {   
20.             return Finding(parcel)   
21.         }   
22.    
23.         override fun newArray(size: Int): Array<Finding?> {   
24.             return arrayOfNulls(size)   
25.         }   
26.     }   
27. } 
 
The ActivityAuthentication.kt 
1. class ActivityAuthentication : AppCompatActivity() {   
2.    
3.     companion object {   
4.         private val RC_SIGN_IN: Int = 1   
5.         private val TAG: String = ActivityAuthentication::class.java.simpleName   
6.     }   
7.    
8.     private var mGoogleApiClient: GoogleApiClient? = null   
9.     private var mGoogleAccount: GoogleSignInAccount? = null   
10.     private var mAuthProgressDialog: ProgressDialog? = null   
11.     private var mAuth: FirebaseAuth? = null   
12.     private var mAuthListener: FirebaseAuth.AuthStateListener? = null   
13.     private var mUser: FirebaseUser? = null   
14.    
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15.     override fun onCreate(savedInstanceState: Bundle?) {   
16.         super.onCreate(savedInstanceState)   
17.         setContentView(R.layout.activity_authentication)   
18.    
19.         initializeScreen()   
20.    
21.         mAuth = FirebaseAuth.getInstance()   
22.    
23.         mAuthListener = FirebaseAuth.AuthStateListener {   
24.             mUser = mAuth?.getCurrentUser()   
25.    
26.             if (mUser != null) {   
27.                 Log.d(TAG, "onAuthStateChanged: Signed in" + mUser?.getUid())   
28.    
29.                 val mIntent = Intent(this@ActivityAuthentication, ActivityExcavat
ionsList::class.java)   
30.                 mIntent.flags = Intent.FLAG_ACTIVITY_NEW_TASK or Intent.FLAG_ACTI
VITY_CLEAR_TASK   
31.                 startActivity(mIntent)   
32.                 finish()   
33.    
34.             } else {   
35.                 Log.d(TAG, "onAuthStateChanged: signed out")   
36.             }   
37.         }   
38.    
39.         // Configure Google Sign In   
40.         val gso: GoogleSignInOptions = GoogleSignInOptions.Builder(GoogleSignInOp
tions.DEFAULT_SIGN_IN)   
41.                 .requestIdToken(getString(R.string.default_web_client_id))   
42.                 .requestEmail()   
43.                 .build()   
44.    
45.         mGoogleApiClient = GoogleApiClient.Builder(applicationContext)   
46.                 .enableAutoManage(this) {   
47.                     Toast.makeText(this@ActivityAuthentication, "There is a conne
ction error.", Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show()   
48.                 }.addApi(Auth.GOOGLE_SIGN_IN_API, gso).build()   
49.    
50.         btnSignIn.setOnClickListener { signIn() }   
51.     }   
52.    
53.     override fun onStart() {   
54.         super.onStart()   
55.         mAuth?.addAuthStateListener(mAuthListener!!)   
56.     }   
57.    
58.     override fun onStop() {   
59.         super.onStop()   
60.         if (mAuthListener != null) {   
61.             mAuth?.removeAuthStateListener(mAuthListener!!)   
62.         }   
63.     }   
64.    
65.     private fun signIn() {   
66.         val signInIntent: Intent = Auth.GoogleSignInApi.getSignInIntent(mGoogleAp
iClient)   
67.         startActivityForResult(signInIntent, RC_SIGN_IN)   
68.         mAuthProgressDialog?.show()   
69.     }   
70.    
71.     override fun onActivityResult(requestCode: Int, resultCode: Int, data: Intent
?) {   
72.         super.onActivityResult(requestCode, resultCode, data)   
73.    
74.         if (requestCode == RC_SIGN_IN) {   
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75.             val result = Auth.GoogleSignInApi.getSignInResultFromIntent(data)   
76.             if (result.isSuccess) {   
77.                 mGoogleAccount = result.signInAccount   
78.                 firebaseAuthWithGoogle(mGoogleAccount)   
79.                 mAuthProgressDialog?.dismiss()   
80.             } else {   
81.                 if (result.status.statusCode == GoogleSignInStatusCodes.SIGN_IN_C
ANCELLED) {   
82.                     showErrorToast("The sign in was cancelled. Make sure you're c
onnected to the internet and try again.")   
83.                 } else {   
84.                     showErrorToast("Error handling the sign in: " + result.status
.statusMessage!!)   
85.                 }   
86.                 mAuthProgressDialog?.dismiss()   
87.             }   
88.         }   
89.    
90.     }   
91.    
92.     private fun initializeScreen(){   
93.         /* Setup the progress dialog that is displayed later when authenticating 
with Firebase */   
94.         mAuthProgressDialog = ProgressDialog(this)   
95.         mAuthProgressDialog?.let {   
96.             it.setTitle("Loading...")   
97.             it.setMessage("Authenticating with Firebase…")   
98.             it.setCancelable(false)   
99.         }   
100.    }   
101.   
102.    private fun firebaseAuthWithGoogle(acct: GoogleSignInAccount?) {   
103.        Log.d(TAG, "firebaseAuthWithGoogle:" + acct?.id!!)   
104.   
105.        val credential = GoogleAuthProvider.getCredential(acct?.idToken, null)   
106.        mAuth?.signInWithCredential(credential)?.addOnCompleteListener(this, OnCo
mpleteListener<AuthResult> { task ->   
107.                    if (task.isSuccessful) {   
108.                        mAuthProgressDialog?.dismiss()   
109.                        // Sign in success, update UI with the signed-
in user's information   
110.                        Log.d(TAG, "signInWithCredential:success")   
111.                        val currentUser = mAuth?.getCurrentUser()   
112.                        val user = currentUser   
113.   
114.                        val mIntent = Intent(this@ActivityAuthentication, Activit
yExcavationsList::class.java)   
115.                        mIntent.flags = Intent.FLAG_ACTIVITY_NEW_TASK or Intent.F
LAG_ACTIVITY_CLEAR_TASK   
116.                        startActivity(mIntent)   
117.                        finish()   
118.                    } else {   
119.                        mAuthProgressDialog?.dismiss()   
120.                        // If sign in fails, display a message to the user.   
121.                        Log.w(TAG, "signInWithCredential:failure", task.exception)   
122.                        Toast.makeText(this@ActivityAuthentication, "Authenticati
on failed.",   
123.                                Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show()   
124.                    }   
125.                })   
126.    }   
127.   
128.    private fun showErrorToast(message: String) {   
129.        Toast.makeText(this@ActivityAuthentication, message, Toast.LENGTH_LONG).s
how()   
130.    }   
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131. }   
 
The AcitivityBase.kt 
1. abstract class ActivityBase : AppCompatActivity() {   
2.    
3.     companion object {   
4.         private val TAG: String = ActivityBase::class.java.simpleName   
5.     }   
6.    
7.     var view: View? = null   
8.    
9.     override fun setContentView(layoutResId: Int) {   
10.         view = layoutInflater.inflate(layoutResId, null)   
11.         super.setContentView(view)   
12.     }   
13.    
14.     fun configureToolbar(toolbarHasBack: Boolean = false) {   
15.    
16.         val toolbar: Toolbar? = view?.findViewById(R.id.toolbar)   
17.    
18.         toolbar?.let {   
19.             setSupportActionBar(it)   
20.             if (toolbarHasBack){   
21.                 supportActionBar?.setDisplayHomeAsUpEnabled(true)   
22.             }   
23.         }   
24.     }   
25.    
26.     override fun onOptionsItemSelected(item: MenuItem?): Boolean {   
27.         when(item?.itemId){   
28.             android.R.id.home -> onBackPressed()   
29.             else -> Log.d(TAG, "Default case.")   
30.         }   
31.    
32.         return super.onOptionsItemSelected(item)   
33.     }   
34. }   
 
The FragmentExcavationsList 
1. class FragmentExcavationsList : Fragment() {   
2.    
3.     private var mAdapter: FirebaseRecyclerAdapter<Excavation, ExcavationHolder>? 
= null   
4.     private var mCallbackListener: ClickCallback? = null   
5.    
6.    
7.     override fun onCreateView(inflater: LayoutInflater?, container: ViewGroup?, s
avedInstanceState: Bundle?): View? {   
8.         return inflater?.inflate(R.layout.fragment_excavations_list, container, f
alse)   
9.     }   
10.    
11.    
12.     override fun onActivityCreated(savedInstanceState: Bundle?) {   
13.         super.onActivityCreated(savedInstanceState)   
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14.    
15.         // Fab onClickListener   
16.         fab_add_excavation.setOnClickListener { showAddExcavationDialog() }   
17.    
18.         rv_excavations.layoutManager = LinearLayoutManager(activity)   
19.    
20.         val reference: DatabaseReference = FirebaseDatabase.getInstance().referen
ce.child(FIREBASE_LOCATION_EXCAVATION_LISTS)   
21.         mAdapter = object : FirebaseRecyclerAdapter<Excavation, ExcavationHolder>(   
22.                 Excavation::class.java,   
23.                 R.layout.item_row_excavation,   
24.                 ExcavationHolder::class.java,   
25.                 reference) {   
26.    
27.             override fun populateViewHolder(holder: ExcavationHolder, excavation:
 Excavation, position: Int) {   
28.                 val excavationId: String = getRef(position).key   
29.    
30.                 holder.bindExcavationView(excavation)   
31.                 holder.itemView.setOnClickListener { showExcavationDetailsDialog(
excavationId, holder.adapterPosition) }   
32.                 holder.itemView.tv_works.setOnClickListener { mCallbackListener?.
onItemSelected(excavationId) }   
33.             }   
34.         }   
35.    
36.         rv_excavations.adapter = mAdapter   
37.     }   
38.    
39.     override fun onAttach(context: Context?) {   
40.         super.onAttach(context)   
41.    
42.         if (context is ClickCallback) {   
43.             mCallbackListener = context   
44.         } else {   
45.             throw RuntimeException(context!!.toString() + " must implement Excava
tionClickCallback")   
46.         }   
47.     }   
48.    
49.    
50.     override fun onDetach() {   
51.         super.onDetach()   
52.         mCallbackListener = null   
53.     }   
54.    
55.     private fun showAddExcavationDialog() {   
56.         val dialog = DialogAddExcavation()   
57.    
58.         fragmentManager.inTransaction(true) { add(android.R.id.content, dialog) }   
59.     }   
60.    
61.    
62.     private fun showExcavationDetailsDialog(excavationId: String?, position: Int)
 {   
63.         val dialog = DialogExcavationDetails()   
64.         val bundle = Bundle()   
65.         val excavation: Excavation? = mAdapter?.getItem(position)   
66.         bundle.putParcelable(KEY_EXCAVATION, excavation)   
67.         bundle.putString(KEY_EXCAVATION_ITEM_ID, excavationId)   
68.         dialog.arguments = bundle   
69.    
70.         fragmentManager.inTransaction(true, { replace(android.R.id.content, dialo
g) })   
71.     }   
72.    
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73.    
74.     override fun onDestroy() {   
75.         super.onDestroy()   
76.         mAdapter?.cleanup()   
77.     }   
78. }   
 
The PresenterDialogAddExcavation 
1. class PresenterDialogAddExcavation(private val mView: Views) : ContractDialogAddE
xcavation.Actions{   
2.    
3.     override fun addExcavation(): Boolean {   
4.    
5.         val reference: DatabaseReference = FirebaseDatabase.getInstance()   
6.                 .reference   
7.         val excavationName: String = (mView as DialogAddExcavation).et_excavation
_place.text.toString()   
8.         val organisation: String = mView.et_organisation.text.toString()   
9.         val description: String = mView.et_description.text.toString()   
10.    
11.         return if (excavationName != "" && organisation != "" && description != "") {   
12.             val excavation = Excavation(excavationName, organisation, description)   
13.             reference.child(FIREBASE_LOCATION_EXCAVATION_LISTS).push()   
14.                     .setValue(excavation)   
15.             true   
16.         } else {   
17.             Toast.makeText(mView.context, "Please fill in all the fields.", Toast
.LENGTH_LONG).show()   
18.             false   
19.         }   
20.     }   
21. }  
 
The PresenterDialogEditExcavation 
1. class PresenterDialogEditExcavation(private val mView: Views) : Actions {   
2.    
3.     companion object {   
4.         private val TAG: String = PresenterDialogEditExcavation::class.java.simpl
eName   
5.     }   
6.    
7.     override fun editExcavation(excavationItemId: String, excavation: Excavation)
: Boolean {   
8.         Log.d(TAG, "Inside editExcavation")   
9.    
10.         var isUpdateSuccessful = true   
11.    
12.         val reference: DatabaseReference = FirebaseDatabase.getInstance().reference   
13.    
14.         val updatedExcavationMap = HashMap<String, Any>()   
15.         updatedExcavationMap.put("/" + FIREBASE_LOCATION_EXCAVATION_LISTS + "/" +
 excavationItemId +   
16.                 "/" + FIREBASE_PROPERTY_EXCAVATION_PLACE, excavation.place)   
17.    
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18.         updatedExcavationMap.put("/" + FIREBASE_LOCATION_EXCAVATION_LISTS + "/" +
 excavationItemId +   
19.                 "/" + FIREBASE_PROPERTY_EXCAVATION_ORGANISATION, excavation.organ
isation)   
20.    
21.         updatedExcavationMap.put("/" + FIREBASE_LOCATION_EXCAVATION_LISTS + "/" +
 excavationItemId +   
22.                 "/" + FIREBASE_PROPERTY_EXCAVATION_DESCRIPTION, excavation.descri
ption)   
23.    
24.         reference.updateChildren(updatedExcavationMap).addOnFailureListener { isU
pdateSuccessful = false }   
25.    
26.         return isUpdateSuccessful   
27.     }   
28. }  
  
The PresenterDialogDeleteExcavation 
1. class PresenterDialogDeleteExcavation : Actions {   
2.    
3.     companion object {   
4.         private val TAG: String = PresenterDialogDeleteExcavation::class.java.sim
pleName   
5.     }   
6.    
7.     override fun deleteExcavation(itemId: String?) {   
8.         val firebaseRef = FirebaseDatabase.getInstance().reference   
9.    
10.         val removeData: HashMap<String, Any?> = HashMap()   
11.         removeData.put("/$FIREBASE_LOCATION_EXCAVATION_LISTS/$itemId", null)   
12.         if (FirebaseDatabase.getInstance().reference.child(FIREBASE_LOCATION_EXCA
VATION_WORKS) != null) {   
13.             removeData.put("/$FIREBASE_LOCATION_EXCAVATION_WORKS/$itemId", null)   
14.         }   
15.         if (FirebaseDatabase.getInstance().reference.child(FIREBASE_LOCATION_WORK
_LOCATIONS) != null) {   
16.             removeData.put("/$FIREBASE_LOCATION_WORK_LOCATIONS/$itemId", null)   
17.         }   
18.         if (FirebaseDatabase.getInstance().reference.child(FIREBASE_LOCATION_FIND
INGS) != null) {   
19.             removeData.put("/$FIREBASE_LOCATION_FINDINGS/$itemId", null)   
20.         }   
21.    
22.         firebaseRef.updateChildren(removeData)   
23.         { databaseError, _ -
> databaseError?.let { Log.e(TAG, "Error" + it.message) } }   
24.     }   
25. }  
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Appendix 
 
 
4.5.1 The Sign In screen.  
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4.5.2.1 The Excavations screen.
  
4.5.2.2 The Create Excavations 
screen.  
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4.5.2.3 The Excavation Details 
screen.  
4.5.2.4 The Edit Excavations 
screen.  
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4.5.3.1 The Works screen.  
4.5.3.2 The Create Work screen.
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4.5.3.3 The Work Details screen.
  
4.5.3.4 The Edit Work screen.
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4.5.4.1 The Locations screen.  
4.5.4.2 The Create Location 
screen.  
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4.5.4.3 The Location Details 
screen.  
4.5.4.4 The Edit Location screen.
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4.5.5.1 The Findings screen.  
4.5.5.2 The Create Finding screen.
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4.5.5.3 The Finding Details 
screen.  
4.5.5.4 The Edit Finding screen.
  
